JOIN THE CELEBRATION
On November 19, 2007, The Hekman Library will celebrate 40 years of being a federal depository library. A reception in the Meeter Center Lecture Hall begins at 3:00 p.m followed by a program at 3:30 p.m. Congressman Vernon J. Ehlers will present the library with a plaque from the Government Printing Office. Refreshments will include some treats made from recipes found in actual government documents! Recipes will be available. Save some time to view the variety of government documents on display including rare documents, government documents with humorous titles, maps, history of the federal depository library program at Calvin College and more!

FEDERAL FACTS on the LOCAL LEVEL
- Calvin College has been a depository for federal documents since 1967.
- We are one of 12 depositories in the state for Michigan documents.
- We serve our entire congressional district for federal documents.
- Diane VanderPol has been the Government Document librarian since 19??


DATABASES

Congressional Quarterly Researcher is a definitive reference resource for research in American government, politics, history, public policy, and current affairs. A wealth of CQ Press resources and years of journalistic and editorial expertise are combined in this indispensable collection. http://library.cqpress.com/cqresearcher/

A broken flute: the Native experience in books for children. Edited by Doris Seale and Beverly Slapin Ref. E77.4.B76 2005 Seale and Slapin evaluate hundreds of books written for children and teens published from 1900-2004 about Native Americans. critical reviews